Pomona Natural Bridge Trail features a short loop trail leading through a mature oak-hickory and beech forest. As the trail descends to the creek, an overlook reveals a view of Pomona Natural Bridge, which spans 90 feet, nestled within the trees.

People have been drawn to the natural wonders of southern Illinois for years. During the late 1930s and early 1940s, this site and many other scenic areas became more accessible and improved due to the Civilian Conservation Corps.

Know Before You Go

 Venomous snakes and poison ivy are present in the area. Remember “leaves of three, leave it be.” The trail may become slick when wet. Be aware of local hunting seasons and wear bright orange or red during those periods or avoid hunting areas.

Other Attractions

Little Grand Canyon, Cedar Lake, LaRue-Pine Hills Research Natural Area, Clear Springs Wilderness and Bald Knob Wilderness.